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PURPOSE  
 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the efficacy of program administration for Illinois’ utility customer-funded 
energy efficiency programs.  The analysis provides insights regarding portfolio- and sector-level comparisons 
between Illinois’ energy efficiency programs and those operated in other states.  It also provides insights as to 
the use and cost-effectiveness of specific energy efficiency programs offered by various program administrators 
within the state of Illinois.  Furthermore, this study hopes to provide insights with respect to the efficacy of 
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 PA = program administrator 
 CSE = cost of saved energy 
 DCEO = Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity 
 IOU = investor-owned utility 
 LBNL = Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION: WHY ENERGY EFFICIENCY? 
 
Energy efficiency is a demand-side approach to reducing energy demand and use by implementing energy saving 
measures at the point of consumption.  Efficiency measures serve a number of purposes; they reduce utility bills 
for consumers, help address increasing energy demand for utilities, decrease concerns related to energy 
security, and mitigate the emission of climate change-inducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.  End-use 
energy efficiency also results in a number of societal benefits, such as job creation and economic development 
as well as improved health and wellness amongst citizens as a result of reduced pollution (Skumatz, 2010).  
These benefits, along with the related concerns they address, underscore the importance of energy efficiency 
as “a low-cost solution to multiple challenges” (Hayes et al., 2014). 
 
The anthropogenic influence on climate change is nearly undisputed (in academic literature), with the UN’s 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change emphasizing that it is “extremely likely” [emphasis not added] that 
more than half of the global rise in temperatures since the 1950s can be attributed to human influences (IPCC, 
2013).  The majority of Americans express support for increased federal action on climate change (Bang, 2009), 
and the recent Paris Agreement and the EPA’s pending Clean Power Plan represent steps towards addressing 
global climate change.  Most climate change mitigation rhetoric emphasizes the need to transition from a 
reliance on fossil fuels to cleaner, renewable energies, while energy efficiency and other demand-side initiatives 
receive less exposure.  This is problematic, since energy efficiency has proven to be a cost-effective means of 
addressing rising emissions and energy demand (Gillingham et al., 2006, Doris et al., 2009; Dixon et al., 2010; 
Hayes et al., 2014, Molina, 2014).  Success in implementing energy efficiency programs at the state level 
provides insights as to energy efficiency’s potential use as a climate change mitigation strategy.  Based off the 
impacts of various states’ energy efficiency policies, nationwide adoption of energy efficiency initiatives and 
standards could result in a 26% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2030 (relative to 2012 emissions) as 
well as a 25% decrease in power demand (Hayes et al., 2014).        
 
Climate change is but one cause of energy-related concern, as energy security has also been an important issue 
for U.S. politicians since the oil shocks of the 1970s (Bang, 2009).  Though concern about an overreliance on 
foreign energy has decreased as domestic natural gas production and renewable energy sources have 
experienced high rates of growth (EIA, 2017), insecurity in the electricity sector abounds due to a lack of 
investment in energy infrastructure (Amin, 2011).  In its 2017 Infrastructure Report Card, the American Society 
of Civil Engineers gave the United States’ energy infrastructure a rating of ‘D+’.  Increasing demand has added 
stress to the nation’s aging electric grid infrastructure, which experienced 3,571 outages in 2015 (ASCE, 2017).  
Blackouts project to cost the national economy between $80 billion and $188 billion annually, and have 
increased in prevalence and severity since the early 1990s (Amin, 2011). Furthermore, increased utilization and 
congestion on the grid has nearly doubled transmission and distribution losses since 1970 (Amin, 2011).  Along 
with its associated negative economic impacts, the increased prevalence of outages along with lagging grid 
investment poses concerns over the ability of the grid to handle increased demand.  As electricity demand 
projects to modestly increase with growth in electric vehicle usage (IEA, 2016) as well as population and 
economic growth (EIA, 2017), energy efficiency measures offer a viable means of reducing energy demand and 
limiting the stress placed on generation and transmission infrastructure.      
 
Energy efficiency is also a cost-effective means of addressing increased energy demand.  Multiple studies have 
demonstrated that it is much less costly to save energy than it is to generate new energy (Molina, 2014; Schiller 
and Schwartz, 2016), with an Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)-produced report demonstrating 
that the total cost of saving energy (4.6 cents per kWh) is less than half the average price of generating a kWh 
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of electricity (11 cents per kWh)(Schiller and Schwartz, 2016).  Furthermore, energy efficiency serves to meet 
energy demand while simultaneously reducing GHG emissions, which is far less costly than achieving both goals 
separately (Hayes et al., 2014).  Beyond being cost-effective, end-use energy efficiency has been shown to have 
a positive effect on the economy.  A study by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy revealed 
that nationwide adoption of four basic energy efficiency standards would result in 611,000 new jobs and a $17.2 
billion increase in GDP by 2030 (Hayes et al., 2014).  Even as energy efficiency measures have aided in decreasing 
national sales of electricity in recent years (EIA, 2017), there still exists considerable room for growth in the 
implementation of energy efficiency measures.  
 
States use a variety of mechanisms in order to encourage the implementation of energy efficiency measures, 
which vary in their effectiveness in bringing about savings in energy at the lowest possible cost.  Beginning in 
2007, Illinois mandated the creation of utility customer-funded electricity energy efficiency programs, followed 
by natural gas energy efficiency programs in 2009.  This study seeks to assess the efficacy with which these 
programs are administered by utilizing the program administrator cost of saved energy test.  This test measures 
the cost of administering energy efficiency programs relative to the amount of energy savings produced, with 
the goal of assessing the program offerings relative to other demand- and supply-side choices.  Building off an 
original national study undertaken by researchers at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Billingsley et al., 
2014), this study attempts to follow their analytical approach in order to furnish specific findings regarding the 
administration of Illinois’ energy efficiency programs while allowing for a comparative analysis of Illinois’ energy 
efficiency program administration with national averages.  Prior to elucidating the results of this analysis, we 
first provide a brief historical background of national trends in energy efficiency policies and programs as well 



























SECTION 2: ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL 
2.1 A BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY POLICY 
 
Energy efficiency measures began to grow in prevalence following the spike in energy prices resulting from the 
energy crisis in the early 1970s (Dixon et al., 2010; Gillingham et al., 2006).  Several pieces of federal legislation 
- the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975, the Energy Conservation and Production Act of 1976, the 
National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978, and the Public Utility Regulatory Act of 1978 – were sparked 
by this crisis and marked the federal government’s first major steps towards promoting energy conservation as 
a means to address the increasing price of energy imports (Dixon et al., 2010; Gillingham et al., 2006, Doris et 
al., 2009).  These policies encouraged the implementation of state energy efficiency standards and utility-based 
conservation programs, and also provided accommodations for low-interest loans and other incentive 
mechanisms for energy efficient projects and products (Gillingham et al., 2006).  Utility-based energy efficiency 
programs became “standard operating practice” in the early 1990s, with rising spending and energy savings 
occurring during the early part of the decade before falling off in the late 1990s (Gillingham et al., 2006).   
 
The reemergence of energy security concerns and rising energy costs in the 2000s led to a renewed interest in 
implementing energy efficiency programs.  At the federal level, the enactment of the Energy Policy Act in 2005 
amended the Public Utility Regulatory Act in order to require utilities to offer demand-reduction agreements 
and net metering (Doris et al., 2009).  The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 further expanded 
energy conservation policy at the federal level, which projected that its “efficiency measures alone will reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions by 9% in 2030” (Dixon et al., 2010).  The Act mandated that states consider energy 
efficiency investments as well as integrated resource planning and smart grid investments (Doris et al., 2009).  
Outside of legislative action, the National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency was approved in 2006 by over 100 
stakeholders from energy utilities and regulatory agencies, including the Department of Energy and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (Doris et al., 2009).  The Plan made recommendations to advocate for energy 
efficiency adoption and the implementation of policies, programs, and incentives in order to increase the uptake 
of energy efficiency measures (Doris et al., 2009).    
 
Most energy efficiency policies were first implemented primarily for purposes of reducing the United States’ 
reliance on energy imports, however the current wave of policies places greater emphasis on reducing GHG 
emissions in order to address climate change.  While its future legal fate has yet to be decided, the EPA’s Clean 
Power Plan, released in August of 2015, signals the federal government’s shift towards addressing energy use 
for reasons other than energy security.  The Plan, which calls for a 32 percent reduction in carbon emissions by 
2030, requires states to submit plans to achieve this target while allowing for significant flexibility in the means 
by which these reductions may take place (ACEEE, 2016).  Multiple studies have shown that energy efficiency 
measures can be a major tool in achieving GHG emission reductions in accordance with the Clean Power Plan 
(Hayes at al., 2014; Adair, 2016).  Regardless of the Clean Power Plan’s fate, energy efficiency’s cost-
effectiveness and ability to be used as an emissions reduction compliance mechanism underscores its 








2.2 NATIONAL TRENDS IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS 
 
Increased federal involvement in energy efficiency policymaking coupled with similar trends at the state level 
led to a boon in energy efficiency program funding beginning in the mid-2000s, with funding more than doubling 
between 2006 and 2010 (Barbose et al., 2013).   National spending on utility customer-funded energy efficiency 
programs has continued to grow over the last half decade, from $4.8 billion in 2010 (Barbose et al., 2013) to 
$7.5 billion in 2015 (CEE 2017).  Adjusted for inflation, this accounts for over a 40 percent increase in energy 
efficiency expenditures by utility customer-funded programs since 2010 (CEE 2017).  Of the $7.5 billion spent 
on energy efficiency programs in 2015, $6.2 billion was for electricity efficiency programs while the remaining 
$1.3 billion was for natural gas efficiency programs (CEE 2017).  Fewer states have natural gas efficiency 
programs, which concentrates their funding and limits total natural gas efficiency expenditures (Barbose et al., 
2013).  Still, natural gas energy efficiency program expenditures have increased by 28 percent over the last five 
years when adjusted for inflation, demonstrating considerable growth in their prevalence and use (CEE 2017).  
The increasing investments in electricity and natural gas energy efficiency programs supports claims of their 
cost-effectiveness and potential applicability to national policies, including the Clean Power Plan. 
 
The growth in spending by utility customer-funded energy efficiency programs has resulted in large reductions 
in energy use and GHG emissions.  Annual energy savings at the national level has been substantial, with gross 
incremental electricity savings of 26,058 GWh in 2015 as well as 385 million therms of savings in natural gas 
(CEE 2017).  Combined, these energy savings from 2015 equate to over 20 million metric tons of avoided CO2 
emissions, or 48 billion fewer vehicles miles traveled by the average passenger vehicle.1  As noted in Section 1, 
energy efficiency measures have been shown to have a net positive effect on the economy, suggesting that 
these energy savings and emissions reductions are also contributing to local and state economic growth.   
 
Forecasts related to the energy sector bode well for energy efficiency’s future growth.  National spending on 
energy efficiency is expected to continue to grow, with forecasts predicting spending will reach $9.5 billion in 
its medium case or up to $15.6 billion in its high case by 2025 (Barbose et al., 2013).  Beyond the cost-
effectiveness of energy efficiency measures, political and economic realities affecting the power generation and 
distribution industry may further enhance the appeal of energy efficiency.  First, the siting of new power plants 
as well as transmission and distribution infrastructure is increasingly difficult (Nadel, 1992), which can stymie a 
utility’s ability to increase generation.  Second, the increasing economic competitiveness of renewables (Lazard, 
2015) has disrupted the market norms of electricity transmission and distribution (Martin, 2016; The Economist, 
2017), which will likely further incentivize utility investment in energy efficiency over less competitive traditional 
power plants.  Finally, as global consensus on climate change likely yields further emissions-targeting legislation, 









                                                      
1  Estimates calculated with the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator, “Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator,” 
Environmental Protection Agency, accessed May 2017: https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator 
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SECTION 3:  ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS IN ILLINOIS 
3.1 ILLINOIS’ ENERGY EFFICIENCY POLICIES AND PROGRAMS 
 
Energy Efficiency Resource Standards (EERS) are the policy instruments used by states to establish long-term 
targets in energy savings for both utilities and other administrators (Dreher, 2016).  Illinois’ utility customer-
funded energy efficiency programs began with the enactment of the Illinois Power Agency Act (IPAA) in 2007, 
which mandated the creation of energy efficiency programs in the state and established EERS to guide their 
implementation and growth (Inskeep, 2016).  Beginning on June 1, 2008, electric utilities in the state of Illinois 
were required to implement “cost-effective energy efficiency measures” in order to meet “incremental annual 
energy savings goals” beginning at 0.2% for the first year and reaching 2% by 2015 (220 ILCS 5/8-103).  These 
electricity savings goals require a reduction in annual sales from the previous year’s consumption benchmark, 
referred to as the Energy Year (EY) (Inskeep, 2016).   
 
Illinois’ Public Act 96-003 (220 ILCS 5/8-104), enacted in 2009, created a similar legislated standard for natural 
gas energy efficiency programs for all natural gas utilities with more than 100,000 customers in the state.  Prior 
to the Act, Illinois had moderate levels of investment in natural gas energy efficiency programs (York et al., 
2012), however the Act created a mandate of reducing natural gas sales by 0.2% beginning in 2012, with 
increasing annual reductions reaching 1.5% by 2019 (220 ILCS 5/8-104c).  In accordance with sections 8-103, 8-
103a, and 8-104 of the Public Utilities Act, all investor-owned utilities (electricity and natural gas) in the state 
are required to submit energy efficiency plans to the Illinois Commerce Commission for approval.  These plans 
must demonstrate that the energy efficiency programs to be implemented by the utility will meet statutory 
requirements regarding energy savings, as well as demonstrate cost-effectiveness and provide for evaluation, 
measurement and verification of program impact. 
 
Illinois’ energy efficiency programs are operated by two main entities: investor-owned utilities (IOUs) and the 
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO).2  Under the current funding format, IOUs receive 
75 percent of all energy efficiency funds, using these funds to operate energy efficiency programs in the private 
sector as well as demand-response programs.  The remaining 25 percent of funds are directed to DCEO, which 
operates programs in the public sector, low income sector, and market transformation.  A complete breakdown 













                                                      
2 Beginning on June 1, 2017, all energy efficiency programs in Illinois will be operated in-house by IOUs, with the DCEO no longer 
involved in the administration of energy efficiency programs, as mandated by Senate Bill 2814 (220 ILCS 5/8-103B new). 
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Table 1: DCEO Portfolio - Program Definitions and Sector Breakdown 
Sector Program Program Definition 
Public 
Custom 
Offers incentives to public buildings for less 
common or more complex energy saving 
measures at a specified $ per unit energy saved. 
Standard (Prescriptive) 
Offers streamlined incentives for retrofit and 
replacement of lighting, HVAC, and other 
equipment. 
New Construction 
Incentivizes building projects that save energy 
by going beyond basic code requirements.  
Retro-commissioning 
Helps public facilities undertake retro-
commissioning studies and gives incentives for 
implementation. 
Boiler System Efficiency 
Natural gas program that offers boiler tune-ups, 
repair, insulation installation, and more. 
Green Nozzle 
Now retired program that offered free low-flow 
pre-rinse spray valves to public buildings with 
cafeterias. 
STEP 
Savings Through Efficient Products (STEP) offers 
public facilities free energy efficient products. 
Low Income 
Residential Retrofit 
Offers grants to agencies administering low 
income housing improvements, such as 
weatherization. 
Affordable New Construction 
Offers grants to affordable housing developers 
to incorporate energy efficient building 
practices. 
Public Housing Authority 
Improves energy efficiency through retrofits, 




Provides design assistance and implementation 
support for cost-effective energy efficiency 
measures. 
K-12 Energy Efficiency 
Fundraising program in which youth sell energy 
efficient lights in order to raise money for their 
school. 
Building Operator Certification 










Table 2: IOUs Portfolio - Program Definitions and Sector Breakdown3 
Sector Program Program Definition 
Residential 
Behavior/Education Offers energy reports to residential customers in order 
to encourage energy efficient choices. 
Consumer Prod Rebate 
Programs included offer specified incentives for 
energy efficient products, lighting, and appliance 
recycling. 
Multi Family Offers incentives for energy efficient products and 
retrofits to owners of multi-unit residential buildings. 
New Construction Targets incentives to home builders to encourage 
energy efficient building design. 
Standard (Prescriptive) Streamlined, specific incentive program for HVAC and 
other equipment. 
Whole Home Upgrade Incentives for retro-commissioning and retrofitting of 
single family homes. 
Business 
Custom 
Offers incentives for less common or more complex 
energy savings measures at a specified $ per unit 
energy saved. 
Standard (Prescriptive) Offers streamlined incentives for retrofit and 
replacement of lighting, HVAC, and other equipment. 
Retro-commissioning Helps customers undertake retro-commissioning 
studies and gives incentives for implementation. 
New Construction Targets incentives to builders to encourage energy 
efficient building design. 
Small Business Offers free training and incentives for energy saving 













                                                      
3 The program categories given in this section have been simplified to allow for comparison amongst utilities and with LBNL’s national 
data.  Some of the names of utility program offerings have been changed for consistency purposes.  More information on this approach 
is given in Section 4. 
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3.2 ILLINOIS’ ENERGY EFFICIENCY SCORECARD HISTORY 
 
The American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) annually releases its State Energy Efficiency 
Scorecards, which rank states’ holistic energy efficiency profile based on a number of factors – from energy 
efficiency programs to transportation policies to government initiatives (Eldridge et al., 2008; Foster et al., 2012; 
Berg et al., 2016).  In 2008, prior to the implementation of the first utility customer-funded energy efficiency 
programs in Illinois, the state ranked 19th overall in the annual scorecard yet ranked 38th in electricity energy 
efficiency program spending per capita and 27th in utility and public benefits programs and policies (Eldridge et 
al., 2008).  By 2012, Illinois ranked 14th overall yet remained in or near the bottom half in terms of electricity 
energy efficiency program spending per capita (31st) and utility and public benefits programs and policies (25th) 
(Foster et al., 2012).  Most recently, the 2016 scorecard shows a much different landscape, with Illinois ranking 
13th overall, 14th in electricity energy efficiency program spending per capita, and 17th in utility and public 
benefits programs and policies (Berg et al., 2016).  The ACEEE’s data on electricity energy efficiency program 
spending per capita reinforces the rise in rankings, as Illinois went from spending $8.99 per person in 2012 to 
$22.27 per person in 2016 (Foster et al., 2012; Berg et al., 2016).  The rise in ranking and spending on public and 
utility-based efficiency programs suggests that Illinois’ programs have changed markedly since the initial analysis 
of the program administrator cost of saved energy undertaken by LBNL.  Thus, the following section seeks to 
outline the methodology used to replicate LBNL’s assessment approach in order to paint a fresh picture of the 






























SECTION 4:  METHODOLOGY 
 
In undertaking its initial analysis of utility customer-funded energy efficiency programs at the national level, 
LBNL acknowledged the inherent complexity of such work due to the diversity of efficiency programs offered by 
different states and utilities and the variability in their program evaluation procedures (Billingsley et al., 2014).  
This reality does not fade when one focuses solely on energy efficiency program offerings within a single state, 
as is the case in this analysis.  A number of issues complicate this study, including limited or ambiguous data, 
different assessment techniques by program administrators, and changes in program offerings.  In this section, 
I summarize the available data used in this study, the assumptions and methods used in organizing and analyzing 
the data, and the methodology and analytical approach utilized in assessing the efficacy of energy efficiency 
program administration for the state of Illinois. 
 
4.1 DATA SUMMARY 
 
The data for this study were compiled primarily from annual reports from the various program administrators 
within the state of Illinois.  All data was retrieved via the Illinois Energy Efficiency Stakeholder Advisory Group’s 
website, which compiles program assessment reports from the various program administrators.  Table 3 outlines 
the program year nomenclature for those program years assessed in this study and their corresponding dates.  
 
Table 3: Program Year Nomenclature  
Program Years Time Frame 
EPY4/GPY14 June 1, 2011 - May 31, 2012 
EPY5/GPY2 June 1, 2012 - May 31, 2013 
EPY6/GPY3 June 1, 2013 - May 31, 2014 
EPY7/GPY4 June 1, 2014 - May 31, 2015 
 
There is a degree of variability that arises when assessing multiple administrators of energy efficiency programs, 
beginning with the way in which each administrator compiles its annual reports and corresponding data.  Some 
of these issues, as outlined in Table 4, are clear and readily acknowledged.  Yet there remains potential unknown 
variables, such as how energy savings are attributed to a program or what is included in non-incentive costs, 
which might otherwise confound the outcomes of this analysis.  Table 4 highlights those issues with specific 
datasets that are known to the author while highlighting each program administrator and the available data 










                                                      
4 EPY4 = Electric Program Year 4; GPY1 = Gas Program Year 1 
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Table 4: Illinois Energy Efficiency Program Administrators + Data Summary 
Portfolio Administrator Available Data Used Issues with Data 
Department of Commerce and 
Economic Opportunity (DCEO) 
Cost-Effectiveness (TRC) Summary 
Reports (Prepared by ADM Associates) 
for EPY4/GPY1, EPY5/GPY2, 
EPY6/GPY3, and EPY7/GPY4. 
No gross savings reported for 
SEDAC and Building Operator 
Certification (used net 
savings). 
Ameren Illinois 
Used Plan 2 Summary Report - Electric 
Program Years 4-6; Gas Program Years 
1-3 
No gross savings reported for 
Behavioral Modification 
program (used net savings). 
Commonwealth Edison Electric 
EPY1-5 TRC Summary for EPY4 and 
EPY5 and the Review of EPY6 TRC Test 
Assumptions (Produced by Navigant 
Consulting) for EPY6 
Portfolio-level administrative 
costs were reported 
separately. 
Nicor Gas 
GPY1 - Used GPY1 evaluation report.  
GPY2 - Used revised Q4 report.            
GPY3 - Used GPY1 - GPY3 total 
administrative costs from TRC 
Summary Report, then subtracted 
GPY1 and GPY2 admin costs from 
previous findings. 
1. The TRC Summary Report 
for GPY1 - GPY3 did not 
include administrative costs 
for individual program years, 
but instead included total 
costs from the three year 
period.  This necessitated 
finding other reports to get as 
close as possible to the real 
program administrative costs 
for each program year. 2. 
Portfolio-level administrative 
costs were reported 
separately. 3. Did not provide 
EULs for every program 
(median values from the other 
three natural gas programs 
were used when not 
provided). 
People's Gas 
GPY1 - GPY3 TRC Summary Report 
(Prepared by Navigant Consulting) 
Portfolio-level administrative 
costs were reported 
separately. 
North Shore Gas 
GPY1 - GPY3 TRC Summary Report 
(Prepared by Navigant Consulting) 
Portfolio-level administrative 
costs were reported 
separately. 
 
The data provided by DCEO’s annual reports allowed for an assessment of EPY4/GPY1 to EPY7/GPY4.  The IOUs, 
on the other hand, did not consistently provide annual evaluation reports for those same four program years.  
However, most IOUs provided annual reports for EPY4/GPY1 – EPY6/GPY3.  Thus, these three program years 
were used for all IOUs in this analysis, while EPY7/GPY4 was included in the analysis of DCEO energy efficiency 
programs.  When analysis of the entire portfolio was undertaken, all EPY7/GPY4 data from DCEO was excluded. 
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4.2 ANALYTICAL APPROACH & ASSUMPTIONS 
 
The methodology used to undertake this analysis of program administrator costs and calculate the levelized 
program administrator’s cost of saved energy attempts to follow as closely as possible the approach utilized by 
LBNL.  This approach is necessary so that comparisons could be made between the program administrator cost 
of saved energy for Illinois and national averages. 
 
In its original analysis, LBNL notes that the program administrator’s cost of saved energy (PA CSE) is a “useful 
metric for comparing the relative costs of efficiency programs” (Billingsley et al., 2014), the findings of which 
can be used to inform future program offerings and changes to current programs.  Yet the PA CSE does not 
account for savings from avoided infrastructure investments (such as transmission and distribution or 
generation investments) or societal benefits from decreased emissions, meaning that it does not offer a 
complete assessment of program cost-effectiveness (Billingsley et al., 2014).  Instead, the findings from this 
analysis can be used to inform future program offerings by identifying program areas that are efficient to 
implement as well as identifying programs that could benefit from changes in order to increase efficiency. 
 
In attempting to mirror LBNL’s approach in its initial analysis, a number of strategies and assumptions were 
made in order to align as closely as possible with their process.  For starters, a 6 percent discount rate5 was used 
throughout the analysis, which is the primary discount rate used by LBNL in order to “reflect the utility weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC) at present” (Billingsley et al., 2014).  Furthermore, all costs have been adjusted 
to 2012 dollars, which is the first full year of data that this study analyzes.  This process not only allows for a 
comparison of programs across years, but also allows for a comparison with LBNL’s findings, which are adjusted 
to 2012 dollars as well.  Finally, gross energy savings were used in this analysis rather than net savings (unless 
specifically noted otherwise) because they have “the fewest assumptions embedded in them” (CEE, 2017).  LBNL 
follows this same approach in their analysis, allowing for consistency between the two studies.  In Section 5, all 
energy savings are reported as lifetime electricity or natural gas savings.  This is found by multiplying the first-
year gross savings with the expected useful life6 (EUL) of the energy saving measure, which generates the 
expected energy savings that will accrue over the lifespan of the measure.   
 
The variability of program-specific data limited some avenues of analysis and necessitated a number of 
assumptions in order to allow for comparable outcomes.  These issues and assumptions are outlined below:   
 
Cost reporting: DCEO provided both program administration (including incentives) costs and participant 
costs.  Most utilities only provide program costs, which limited this study to only assessing the program 
administrator cost of saved energy.  Some utilities did not account for portfolio-level administration 
costs, with the assumption that these administrative costs have been incorporated into individual 
program costs.  Other utilities, particularly the natural gas utilities in the Chicago-area, accounted for 




                                                      
5 The discount rate converts future costs and/or benefits to the present in order to reflect the “time value of money” (Billingsley et al., 
2014).  
6 The expected useful life, or EUL, refers to the length of time that the product or measure is expected to result in energy savings (i.e. 
the expected lifespan of an energy efficient product).  
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Difference in program offerings: Each IOU possessed a variety of energy efficiency programs within its 
portfolio, some of which did not perfectly align with programs implemented by other utilities.  These 
utilities were grouped into simplified categories in a similar manner to the process used by LBNL.  This 
allows for comparisons between utilities for program administrator costs and the cost of saved energy, 
while also allowing for comparisons with national metrics.  For example, the Consumer Product Rebate 
program in the residential sector includes lighting, appliance recycling, energy efficient products, and 
other similar programs.  The Standard (Prescriptive) program primarily includes HVAC programs.  More 
detail has been provided in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
Annual reporting:  There was noticeable variability in the reporting of program costs and energy savings 
by utility program administrators, as noted in Section 4.1.  It is assumed that all costs and energy savings 
provided in annual reports are accurate and up to date and are comparable in process across program 
administrators.   
 
These assumptions were necessary in order to allow for comparisons between various program administrators, 
both with the state of Illinois and with LBNL’s national findings.  However, it is worth emphasizing that this 
induces a degree of variability at several different points in this analysis, which might influence the final results.  
Still, all reasonable steps have been taken to minimize data and program reporting issues so as to provide 






























SECTION 5:  COST OF SAVED ENERGY ANALYSIS 
 
The program administrator cost of saved energy (PA CSE) test accounts for administrative (or non-incentive) 
costs as well as incentive costs paid to consumers of energy efficiency program offerings.  Participant costs, or 
those costs paid by the participant in order to implement an energy efficiency measure, are not accounted for 
with this method (see Section 4.2).  Thus, this test does not furnish a total cost of saved energy but rather serves 
to identify the costs to administer energy efficiency programs, including the cost of incentives.  The following 
analysis focuses on each individual sector within Illinois’ electricity and natural gas energy efficiency portfolios.  
The results from this analysis are then used to compare Illinois’ administration of its energy efficiency programs 
with the national-level findings from LBNL’s initial study of the PA CSE (Section 5.3).   
5.1 ILLINOIS ELECTRICITY EFFICIENCY PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 
 
Electricity energy efficiency programs comprise the larger portion of energy efficiency funding within the state 
of Illinois, with spending on electricity programs nearly doubling that spent on natural gas efficiency programs 
over the three program years of EPY4 – EPY6 (GPY1 – GPY3) assessed in this study7.  Portfolio expenditures on 
electricity energy efficiency programs operated by DCEO totaled over $127 million (in 2012 $) from EPY4 – EPY6, 
while expenditures for programs operated by IOUs surpassed $411 million over the same period.  Together, 
portfolio expenditures on electricity efficiency programs was over $538 million through these three program 
years.  Figure 1 depicts the share of expenditures by sector for program years EPY4 – EPY6. 
 







                                                      
7 As noted in Section 4.2, an extra program year – EPY7/GPY4 – is assessed for DCEO programs due to data availability.  For those 













5.1.1  Business Sector Electricity Programs 
 
Electricity programs operated by IOUs8 in the business sector represent the largest share of spending at over 
$236 million, or 44 percent of all electricity efficiency program spending, from EPY4 – EPY6.  The Standard 
(Prescriptive) program comprises the majority of spending within this sector at nearly $124 million over three 
program years.  The Custom program represents the next largest share of spending at over $32 million, followed 
closely by the remaining program offerings within this sector (see Figure 2).  Compared to the lifetime electricity 
savings for each program, the Standard and Custom programs appear to represent a good return on investment.  
Most of the remaining programs’ spending closely follows lifetime electricity savings, however the Retro-
commissioning program possesses relatively low lifetime electricity savings. 
 
 
FIGURE 2: BUSINESS SECTOR ELECTRICITY PA 
EXPENDITURES (EPY4 - EPY6) 
FIGURE 3: BUSINESS SECTOR LIFETIME ELECTRICITY 
SAVINGS (EPY4 - EPY6
Figure 4 depicts the results of the program administrator cost of saved energy for each program area within the 
business sector.9  The savings-weighted average10 for the entire business sector is $0.014/kWh, which stands as 
the lowest PA CSE of any electricity efficiency sector within Illinois.  The Custom program consistently possesses 
one of the lowest PA CSEs, with a saving-weighted average of $0.012/kWh for the program years EPY4 – EPY6.  
The Standard program possesses the second lowest savings-weighted average PA CSE at $0.013/kWh.  The low 
PA CSEs for each of these programs, which also represent the largest programs in terms of spending and energy 
savings, has a significant impact on the low PA CSE for the business sector.  The Small Business program, which 
is operated solely by Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) in the electricity portfolio, began its first year of 
implementation in EPY4.  The significant decrease in PA CSE from $0.038/kWh in EPY4 to $0.010/kWh in EPY6 
demonstrates the increases in administrative efficiency that can be expected over time when implementing a 
                                                      
8 Each IOU operates its own residential and business sector programs, with some variability between IOUs in terms of program 
offerings (see Section 4.1).  The following analysis of program expenditures utilizes the simplified program categories in order to allow 
for a broad assessment of portfolio expenditures. 
 
9 Detailed tables of all program administrator cost of saved energy values can be found in Appendix A. 
10 The savings-weighted average weights each PA CSE by the amount of energy savings generated by that specific program, so that the 
































new program.  The Retro-commissioning program demonstrates variability that contradicts these expectations, 
however the drastic year-to-year changes are likely due to the program’s reliance on consulting services, which 
comes with considerable overhead and can lead to a lag in the realization of energy savings (i.e. the energy 
savings do not always occur for the year in which the administrative costs are accrued). 
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5.1.2  Residential Sector Electricity Programs 
 
The residential sector comprises the second largest share of total spending on electricity energy efficiency 
program spending at over $175 million, or 32 percent, from EPY4 – EPY6.  The majority of sector expenditures 
go to the Consumer Product Rebate program, which offers incentives for the installation of energy efficient 
products.  Expenditures on Consumer Products Rebate programs totaled over $109 million from EPY4 – EPY6, 
representing 62 percent of all expenditures in the residential sector.  The program with the next largest share 
of spending is the Standard program at 13 percent, or $23.5 million from EPY4 – EPY6.  Both the New 
Construction program and those listed as ‘other’ comprise a very small share of spending at just over $1 million 
each.  When compared to the lifetime electricity savings generated by each program, the impact of the 
Consumer Products Rebate becomes even greater, as the program comprises about 84 percent11 of lifetime 





FIGURE 5: RESIDENTIAL SECTOR ELECTRICITY PA 
EXPENDITURES (EPY4 - EPY6) 
FIGURE 6: RESIDENTIAL SECTOR LIFETIME 
ELECTRICITY SAVINGS (EPY4 - EPY6
The program administrator cost of saved energy for the residential electricity sector is depicted in Figure 7.  The 
savings-weighted average PA CSE for the sector is $0.016/kWh, which is heavily influenced by the low PA CSE 
for the Consumer Products Rebate program.  The savings-weighted average PA CSE for the Consumer Product 
Rebate program is $0.011/kWh for EPY4 – EPY6.  The PA CSE for this program increases from a low of 
$0.008/kWh in EPY4 to a high of $0.014/kWh in EPY5 before decreasing slightly to $0.012/kWh in EPY6.  The 
low PA CSE values for the Consumer Products Rebate program is likely due to straightforward service offerings 
and the relative ease of implementing these types of energy saving measures.  As a result, participants are able 
to more easily apply for incentives and quickly implement measures without necessitating significant planning 
efforts or incurring large administrative costs. 
                                                      
11 Both New Construction and ‘other’ have been excluded from the electricity savings chart because they both generate less than 0.5 
percent of the lifetime savings for the sector.  Thus, the Consumer Products Rebate program possesses a little less than 84 percent of 


































The Standard program experienced an uncharacteristic jump in PA CSE from EPY5 to EPY6.  Ironically, this jump 
aligned with major increases in program expenditures for ComEd’s program, which is the opposite of the 
increase in administrative efficiency that is expected when a program grows in size.  Follow-up studies with new 
program year data should assess the trends in the Standard program’s CSE to gauge if this increase was 
temporary or permanent.  Besides the Standard program, however, it is notable that most other program 
offerings tended to experience decreases in PA CSE over time or very small increases (such as that experienced 
by Consumer Product Rebate).  Based on the relative youth of Illinois’ energy efficiency programming, increases 
in program administrative efficiency is expected.  This is especially true for those programs that offer more 
intensive services, such as whole home upgrade, since it is much easier to increase the rate of implementation 
as customers allocate time and planning for major retrofit projects.  On the other hand, programs that offer 
easy implementation of energy saving measures, such as Consumer Product Rebate, might experience 
decreases in administrative efficiency as the market becomes more saturated with customers that have already 
upgrade their products in previous years.    
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5.1.3  Public Sector Electricity Programs 
 
The two largest sectors of electricity efficiency funding – residential and business – are operated by IOUs.  The 
remaining three sectors – public, low income, and market transformation – are operated by the Department of 
Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO).  Of the three sectors operated by DCEO, the public sector is the 
largest with over $108 million in expenditures from EPY4 – EPY7.  Excluding EPY7 for comparative purposes, the 
public sector comprises 16 percent of all electricity energy efficiency funding.  The Standard program is the 
largest within the public sector with over $70 million in expenditures from EPY4 – EPY7, followed by the Custom 
program at $28 million.  Both of these programs comprise the majority of spending and electricity savings 
generated by public sector programs, with STEP, New Construction, and Retro-commissioning each possessing 
small portions of spending and energy savings.  Overall, relative program energy savings tend to follow closely 
relative program expenditures.  
  
FIGURE 8: PUBLIC SECTOR ELECTRICITY PA 
EXPENDITURES (EPY4 – EPY7) 
FIGURE 9: PUBLIC SECTOR LIFETIME ELECTRICITY 
SAVINGS (EPY4 - EPY7
The savings-weighted average PA CSE for public sector electricity programs is $0.024/kWh for EPY4 – EPY7, 
although the sector shows trends of improvement with the total sector PA CSE falling from a high of $0.030/kWh 
in EPY5 to $0.020/kWh in EPY6 and EPY7.  Figure 10 depicts the PA CSE for each program in the public sector.12  
The largest program – the Standard program – offers a good trendline for the sector as a whole while possessing 
a savings-weighted average of $0.025/kWh for EPY4 – EPY7.  The STEP (Savings Through Efficient Products) 
program was started in EPY5, which accounts for its high PA CSE in its first program year as most costs were 
administrative with relatively low rates of implementation and energy savings.  Its sharp decrease in PA CSE 
following EPY5 underscores the increased administrative efficiency that occurs with multiple program years, 
however it is unliklely to decrease in PA CSE much beyond its EPY7 PA CSE of $0.035/kWh since the program 
offers free products that do not require participants to cover any of the costs.   
 
Similar to the PA CSE results for the business sector, both New Construction and Retro-commisssioning 
programs display notable variability in their annual PA CSE, albeit markedly less than that experienced by the 
                                                      
12 The Green Nozzle program is excluded from the graph due to only having one program years’ worth of implementation/data.  





























business sector’s Retro-commissioning program.  For both sectors, this is likely the result of greater use of 
consultation-based services, which require increased administrative costs, as well as increased year-to-year 
variability in the timing of such larger projects. 
 
 













































5.1.4  Low Income Sector Electricity Programs 
 
The programs operated by DCEO within the low income sector offer targeted services and incentives that serve 
valuable policy objectives in increasing building efficiency and occupant comfort amongst those of lower 
incomes.  From EPY4 – EPY7, spending in the low income sector totaled over $48 million and represented 7 
percent13 of all expenditures for electricity energy efficiency programs.  A little over half of all expenditures in 
this sector went to the Residential Retrofit program, which claimed an equitable amount of relative lifetime 
electricity savings for the sector.  The Affordable New Construction program and the Public Housing Authority 
each possess relative lifetime electricity savings that closely follow their relative program expenditures. 
 
FIGURE 11: LOW INCOME SECTOR ELECTRICITY PA 
EXPENDITURES (EPY4 - EPY7) 
FIGURE 12: LOW INCOME SECTOR LIFETIME 
ELECTRICITY SAVINGS (EPY4 - EPY7)
The results of the PA CSE for each of the programs in the low income sector reveal administrative costs that are 
significantly higher than most other programs operated in the other three major sectors.  This is expected, since 
the participant-borne share of expenses in low income programs is typically a smaller portion of the overall 
project cost than similar programs in other sectors.  For instance, in its assessment of the total cost of saved 
electricity, LBNL found that the participant CSE for low income programs comprised less than 6 percent of the 
total cost of saved electricity (Hoffman et al., 2015).  The participant CSE for residential programs, on the other 
hand, comprised over 42 percent of the total CSE (Hoffman et al., 2015), indicating relatively higher program 
costs for low income programs due to the policy objectives of such program offerings.  Thus, rather than utilizing 
the PA CSE to comparatively assess administrative efficacy between the low income sector and other sectors, 
the PA CSE is best used to assess administrative efficacy within the individual program offerings of the sector. 
 
The savings-weighted average PA CSE for the low income sector was $0.098/kWh for EPY4 – EPY7, which, as 
expected, is significantly higher than the other three sectors that have been assessed.  The Residential Retrofit 
program – the sector’s largest – has a notable increase in PA CSE from EPY4 to EPY5 before undergoing a steady 
two-year decrease.  The program’s savings-weighted average PA CSE is $0.097/kWh, almost exactly that of the 
sector as a whole.  The Affordable New Construction programs follows a relatively flat trendline throughout the 
course of the four program years, with a savings-weighted average PA CSE of $0.115/kWh, which represents the 
                                                      

























highest PA CSE of the three programs in this sector.  The Public Housing Authority program follows a similar 
trendline to that of the Affordable New Construction program, albeit with a lower PA CSE as well as a marked 
decrease in PA CSE during EPY5.  The relatively low PA CSE ($0.051/kWh) for EPY5 does not have any obvious 
indicators as to its cause, with program funding remaining relatively constant despite the marked increase in 
administrative efficacy.  Without knowing the narrative of the program’s implementation that year, it is 
impossible to discern the potential causes as to the Public Housing Authority program’s decrease in PA CSE or 
the Residential Retrofit program’s significant increase in PA CSE.  Thus, this represents an area of future inquiry 
that might prove insightful for the future administration of low income programs.   
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5.1.5  Market Transformation Sector Electricity Programs 
 
The market transformation sector, operated by DCEO, is by far the smallest of the five sectors that comprise 
Illinois’ energy efficiency portfolio, with expenditures from EPY4 – EPY6 representing 1 percent of all electricity 
energy efficiency portfolio spending for the state of Illinois.  It is also the most difficult to assess due to a large 
degree of variability in data reporting and the small size of the programs operated within the sector.  The goal 
of the market transformation sector is to implement programs that increase the use of energy efficient products 
and design as well as induce changed behaviors as a result of education and training programs.  Thus, the most 
difficult aspect of program assessment is determining the amount of energy savings that can be attributed to 
these programs, both annually and over the lifetime of the measure.  In the context of this analysis, certain data 
issues confounded the results of the PA CSE test, such as the inavailability of gross electricity savings for SEDAC 
and the Building Operator Certification program, which necessitated a reliance on net electricity savings.  Even 
these values show a marked variation in reporting, as is exemplified by the difference in reported net versus 
gross electricity savings for the Lights for Learning14 program in EPY4, with the net savings only representing 10 
percent of the reported gross savings.  Thus, the combined variability in accessible data and data reporting, 
along with the inherent difficulty in assessing the lifetime savings generated by the programs, complicates this 
sector’s analysis. 
 
Total expenditures for the market transformation sector were just over $6 million for EPY4 – EPY7.  SEDAC (the 
Smart Energy Design Assistance Center) comprised the majority of sector expenditures at $4.3 million, or 71 
percent of total expenditures during these four program years.  The K-12 Energy Efficiency (Lights for Learning) 
program spent slightly over $1 million during this period while the Building Operator Certification program spent 
slightly less than $700,000.  Relative lifetime electricity savings reveal that SEDAC comprises half of all savings 
while the other two programs each comprise about a quarter of the sector’s electricity savings.   
 
 
FIGURE 14: MARKET TRANSFORMATION SECTOR 
ELECTRICITY PA EXPENDITURES (EPY4 - EPY7) 
FIGURE 15: MARKET TRANSFORMATION SECTOR 
LIFETIME ELECTRICITY SAVINGS (EPY4 - EPY7) 
 
                                                      





















The savings-weighted average PA CSE for the market transformation sector is $0.048/kWh for EPY4 – EPY7, 
however this belies the extensive variability in PA CSE over the course of these four program years.  The PA CSE 
for EPY4 ($0.008/kWh) and EPY5 ($0.021/kWh) are relatively low when compared to other sectors and 
significantly lower than the PA CSE for EPY6 ($0.181/kWh) and EPY7 ($0.095/kWh).  This variability is the result 
of significant changes in electricity savings and program expenditures over time, the causes of which are not 
entirely known.  For example, the Building Operator Certification program achieves electricity savings of 1.6 
million kWh in EPY4, 550,000 kWh in EPY5, 88,000 kWh in EPY6, before rising again to 1.7 million kWh in EPY7.  
Is this variability due to the number of trainings offered, differences in program data reporting, or some other 
confounding variable?  Though there are changes in program expenditures during this time ($200,000 in EPY4, 
$99,000 in EPY5, $165,000 in EPY6, $279,000 in EPY7), such changes do not fully explain the differences in 
electricity savings, as the year with the lowest electricity savings (EPY6) still had moderate levels of funding. 
 
 
FIGURE 16: MARKET TRANSFORMATION SECTOR ELECTRICITY PA CSE CHANGE FROM EPY4 - EPY7 
The PA CSE for SEDAC also follows a similar trendline as that of the Building Operator Certification program, 
with a marked difference between the first two assessed program years and the latter two.  In SEDAC’s case, its 
PA CSE is $0.014/kWh for EPY4 and EPY5 before jumping to $0.181/kWh (EPY6) and $0.111/kWh (EPY7).  While 
there is minor, expected variation in reported electricity savings from year to year, there is a marked jump from 
about $200,000 in expenditures for both EPY4 and EPY5 to about $2 million for both EPY6 and EPY7.  This 
dramatic jump in expenditures is due to changes in cost accounting for SEDAC.  For EPY4 and EPY5, SEDAC costs 
that resulted in energy efficiency savings through the use of specific DCEO programs were distributed to those 
programs, and only those costs that did not lead to energy savings for other programs were accounted to SEDAC.  
Beginning in EPY6, this process of accounting changed so that all SEDAC costs were attributed to the program 
itself, resulting in much higher reported expenditures for the program.  This change in cost accounting 
complicates the ability to use the PA CSE as a test of SEDAC’s adminstrative efficacy, since the benefits of SEDAC, 
and Market Transformation more generally, contribute to savings throughout Illinois’ energy efficiency 
portfolio.   
 
Finally, the K-12 Energy Efficiency/Lights for Learning program follows a similar trendline as SEDAC and the 
Building Operator Certification program from EPY4 to EPY6.  However, for EPY7, this program experiences a 
major jump in PA CSE from $0.169/kWh for EPY6 to $0.955/kWh for EPY7.  Thus, in the span of one year, this 
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has some explanation, since this same time period marked the shift of the program from the Lights for Learning 
to K-12 Energy Efficiency.  Even if the program changed relatively little on the surface, administrative changes 
might be one source of influence on this dramatic increase.  Follow-up analyses will be necessary to assess 












































5.2  ILLINOIS NATURAL GAS EFFICIENCY PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 
 
The natural gas portfolio of energy efficiency programs is operated by DCEO as well as four IOUs: Ameren, Nicor, 
North Shore, and Peoples.  As will be noted throughout this analysis, the four IOUs operate their programs 
separately, which leads to marked variability in data reporting and PA CSE outcomes.  These variations, along 
with their impact on program and sector outcomes, will be highlighted in each sector analysis.  For a detailed 
table of all PA CSE for each sector/program, see Appendix @. 
 
One point of variation in data reporting arises in how each IOU quantifies program costs.  For Nicor, North Shore, 
and Peoples, their annual reports contain a separate line for portfolio-level costs.  These costs include 
unspecified administrative costs as well as costs associated with non-energy saving (or minimally-saving) 
programs, such as Building Performance with Energy Star and Emerging Technology.  These unspecified costs 
are significant, totally over $46 million from GPY1 to GPY3, yet due to the lack of a specified program or 
associated savings, these costs were not included in the PA CSE analysis.  Though Ameren did not report 
portfolio-level costs in its annual reports, it is unclear if these costs are distributed amongst their program 
offerings or are simply absent from their reporting. 
 
Program expenditures on natural gas efficiency programs totaled nearly $217 million from GPY1 – GPY3, with 
about $42 million of these expenditures coming from programs operated by DCEO and approximately $174 
million through programs operated by IOUs.  Expenditures for the various sectors is depicted in figure 17.  
Notably, while the business sector was the largest sector in the electricity portfolio, it is the residential sector 
that commands almost half of program expenditures in the natural gas portfolio. 
 
 




















5.2.1  Residential Sector Natural Gas Programs 
 
The residential sector represents the largest share of expenditures in the natural gas portfolio at approximately 
$108 million from GPY1 – GPY3, which comprises slightly less than 50 percent of all expenditures within the 
portfolio.  Contrary to the residential electricity sector, which is dominated by the Consumer Product Rebate 
program, the residential natural gas sector is much more diversified.  In this sector, the Consumer Product 
Rebate program is much smaller, occupying a little more than a quarter of total expenditures at $29 million.  
The largest program area, Multi-Family, is notably larger than its sister in the residential electricity sector, where 
it only comprises 8 percent of sector expenditures.  In this sector, Multi-Family program expenditures total 
slightly more than $30 million.  This program, along with the Whole Home Upgrade program, appear to be better 
programmatic fits with the natural gas portfolio due to the extensive nature of natural gas energy saving 
measures.  Whereas consumer products that save electricity are numerous and easily applied on an individual 
basis, many natural gas saving measures require larger investments that require economies of scale or greater 
advanced planning.  The data on relative lifetime gas savings underscore the efficacy of the Multi-Family 
program, as the relative lifetime savings are 40 percent greater than the relative program expenditures.  The 
Standard program, another major portion of the expenditures at $19 million, similarly experiences a positive 




FIGURE 18: RESIDENTIAL SECTOR NATURAL GAS PA 
EXPENDITURES (GPY1 - GPY3) 
FIGURE 19: RESIDENTIAL SECTOR LIFETIME NATURAL 
GAS SAVINGS (GPY1 - GPY3) 
The savings-weighted average PA CSE for the residential natural gas sector was $0.394/therm for GPY1 – GPY3, 
which, despite the sector’s large size, was significantly higher than both the business and public sectors.  Part of 
this high PA CSE is the result of high PA CSE for the Consumer Product Rebate program, which posted a savings-
weighted average PA CSE of $0.506/therm.  The Behavior/Education program and Whole Home Upgrade 
program also had relatively high savings-weighted average PA CSE at $0.582/therm and $0.482/therm, 
respectively.  The largest program – Multi-Family – posted a low savings-weighted average PA CSE of 
$0.216/therm, however trends over the three program years reveal small but consistent increases in the PA CSE 





































generally reveal trends towards decreasing PA CSE over time.  This would be an expected outcome, considering 
the program years being evaluated in this study represent the first years of mandated natural gas energy 
efficiency programming by the state.   
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5.2.2  Business Sector Natural Gas Programs 
 
The business sector represents the second largest share of spending on natural gas energy efficiency programs, 
comprising 30 percent of portfolio expenditures.  Similar to the business electricity sector, both the Custom and 
Standard programs represent the majority of sector expenditures at $30 million and $19 million, respectively.  
Small Business and Retro-commissioning programs represent the other two significant programs within this 
sector, whereas New Construction and ‘Other’ each comprise less than 1 percent of total sector expenditures.  
Compared to lifetime natural gas savings, the Standard program possesses a high ratio of relative energy savings 
to expenditures.  Retro-commissioning and Small Business, on the other hand, both offer smaller relative 
lifetime savings in comparison to the relative expenditures occupied by both programs.  
 
 
FIGURE 21: BUSINESS SECTOR NATURAL GAS PA 
EXPENDITURES (GPY1 - GPY3) 
FIGURE 22: BUSINESS SECTOR LIFETIME NATURAL 
GAS SAVINGS (GPY1 - GPY3) 
The savings-weighted average PA CSE for the business sector from GPY1 – GPY3 was $0.166/therm, which 
represents the lowest average PA CSE for any sector in Illinois’ natural gas portfolio.  Yearly trends in PA CSE are 
depicted in Figure 23, which shows relatively consistent PA CSE for the business sector’s two largest programs, 
Custom and Standard.  Though it experiences a significant jump in PA CSE from GPY2 to GPY3, the New 
Construction program possesses the lowest savings-weighted average PA CSE for this sector at $0.116/therm, 
narrowly besting the Standard program’s savings-weighted PA CSE of $0.120/therm.   
 
Both the Small Business program and Retro-commissioning program stand out as those programs with high PA 
CSE, although the Small Business program experiences a significant decline in PA CSE after GPY1.  For the Small 
Business program, its high first year PA CSE can be attributed to a high PA CSE for Nicor’s program at 
$0.860/therm, whereas Peoples’ PA CSE was $0.365/therm and North Shore’s was $0.165 for GPY1 (Ameren 
has no Small Business program).  Nicor’s Small Business PA CSE drops to $0.153/therm in GPY2 and climbs 
slightly to $0.209/therm in GPY3, suggesting that the high PA CSE for GPY1 is attributable to high administrative 
start-up costs with the advent of energy efficiency programming.  Retro-commissioning’s PA CSE trend line 

































significant increase in PA CSE for GPY2.  While Nicor’s Retro-commissioning program mirrors its Small Business 
program with high PA CSE for GPY1 followed by greater administrative efficiency in GPY2 and GPY3, the other 
three utilities’ – Ameren, North Shore, and Peoples – Retro-commissioning programs all post low PA CSE in GPY1 
followed by increases in GPY2 and GPY3.  Though one would expect to see decreases in PA CSE over time, as 
noted in previous sections detailing the electricity portfolio, the Retro-commissioning program’s reliance on 
consulting services likely leads to higher administrative costs in order to achieve energy savings and succumbs 
to issues related to a lag in implementation of energy saving measures.   
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5.2.3  Public Sector Natural Gas Programs 
 
The public sector comprises 11 percent15 of all natural gas portfolio expenditures, with total sector expenditures 
of $31 million from GPY1 – GPY4.  Natural gas spending in the public sector is significantly lower than public 
sector electricity spending, which accounted for $108 million in sector expenditures over the same four program 
years.  The public sector’s natural gas programming relies on heavy use of the Custom program, with program 
expenditures of $17 million from GPY1 – GPY4. The remaining 45 percent of program spending goes to a variety 
of programs, with the notable difference from the public electricity sector being the Boiler System Efficiency 
program and the Green Nozzle program.  The Boiler System Efficiency program is unique to the natural gas 
portfolio and is the second largest program in this sector, accounting for about $5 million in expenditures from 
GPY1 – GPY4.  The Green Nozzle program comprises a minimal amount of expenditures in the public electricity 
sector, yet accounts for about $500,000 in program expenditures within the natural gas portfolio during its short 
two-year life span.  Compared to lifetime energy savings for the sector, most programs relative expenditures 
closely follow relative energy savings, however the Standard program shows a notable negative difference 
between the two.  The Custom program generates significantly more relative savings than program 
expenditures, while the Retro-commissioning program within this sector bucks previous trends and suggests a 
quality return on expenditures. 
     
 
FIG. 24: PUBLIC SECTOR NATURAL GAS PA 
EXPENDITURES (GPY1 - GPY4) 
FIGURE 25: PUBLIC SECTOR LIFETIME NATURAL GAS 
SAVINGS (GPY1 - GPY4) 
The savings-weighted average PA CSE for the public sector is $0.185/therm for GPY1 – GPY4, which is lower than 
all other sectors in the natural gas portfolio other than the business sector.  Within the sector, only the Standard 
program possesses a savings-weighted average PA CSE above $0.200/therm, with an average PA CSE of 
$0.424/therm.  The program also possesses a significantly higher PA CSE for GPY3 ($0.612/therm) and GPY4 
($0.535/therm) than GPY1 ($0.229/therm) and GPY2 ($0.348/therm), suggesting decreasing program 
administrative efficiency.  This is unexpected considering the program is in its infancy, suggesting it may be a 
poor fit for the natural gas portfolio.  The other major outlier within the sector is the PA CSE for the STEP program 
in GPY2, which was $2.191/therm.  However, the PA CSE for the STEP program drops considerably after this 
                                                      









































program year and posts the lowest savings-weighted average PA CSE for the entire sector at $0.141/therm, 
similar to the trajectory that its sister program in the public electricity sector experienced.  This suggests that 
the administrative costs associated with the program were very high in the first year of programming relative 
to the amount of energy savings generated. 
 
The Retro-commissioning program possesses the second lowest savings-weighted average PA CSE for the sector 
at $0.157/therm.  This is markedly different from the Retro-commissioning program in the business sector, 
which posted an average PA CSE of $0.354/therm.  The consistently low PA CSE for each program year is also 
different from the wide variations seen in the Retro-commissioning PA CSE in the electricity sector.  Thus, the 
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5.2.4  Low Income Sector Natural Gas Programs 
 
The low income sector accounted for nearly $22 million in program expenditures from GPY1 – GPY4.  When 
excluding GPY4 for comparative purposes, the low income sector accounted for 8 percent of all natural gas 
portfolio expenditures.  Similar to its sister electricity sector, the Residential Retrofit program remains the 
largest within the sector, with program expenditures from GPY1 – GPY4 totaling over $12 million.  This program 
is also very effective in generating energy savings, comprising nearly three-fourths of total lifetime natural gas 
energy savings for the sector.   
 
 
FIGURE 27: LOW INCOME NATURAL GAS PA 
EXPENDITURES (GPY1 - GPY4) 
FIGURE 28: LOW INCOME SECTOR LIFETIME NATURAL 
GAS SAVINGS (GPY1 - GPY4) 
Trends in the PA CSE for each program in the low income sector are depicted in Figure 29, which displays a 
marked level of variability between program years.  The savings-weighted average PA CSE for the sector is 
$0.494/therm, exactly $0.100/therm higher than the residential sector’s average PA CSE from GPY1 – GPY3.  The 
Residential Retrofit program has a savings-weighted average PA CSE of $0.377/therm for GPY1 – GPY4, revealing 
a general decreasing trend in yearly PA CSE.  The Affordable New Construction and Public Housing Authority 
programs initially follow similar yearly trends, with both possessing a low PA CSE for GPY1 before almost 
doubling in GPY2.  While both program’s PA CSE decreases from GPY2 to GPY3, Affordable New Construction’s 
PA CSE rises in GPY4 whereas Public Housing Authority’s PA CSE drops dramatically to a program low of 
$0.347/therm.  For all three of these programs, the PA CSE tended to increase as program spending increased, 
which is typically the opposite phenomena seen in the other sectors.  This trend seems to be unique to low 
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5.2.5  Market Transformation Sector Natural Gas Programs 
 
The market transformation sector in the natural gas portfolio only contains two programs: SEDAC and the 
Building Operator Certification program.  Total sector expenditures from GPY1 – GPY4 were approximately $2.2 
million, which represents about 1 percent of all portfolio expenditures.16  SEDAC comprises the majority of 
sector expenditures at $2 million as well as the majority of energy savings for the sector.   
 
FIGURE 30: MARKET TRANSFORMATION SECTOR 
NATURAL GAS PA EXPENDITURES (GPY1 - GPY4) 
FIGURE 31: MARKET TRANSFORMATION SECTOR 
LIFETIME NATURAL GAS SAVINGS (GPY1 - GPY4) 
Figure 32 depicts the annual PA CSE for both SEDAC and the Building Operator Certification program.  From 
GPY1 – GPY4, the savings-weighted average PA CSE for the market transformation sector was $1.182/therm.  
Despite the enormous PA CSE for the Building Operator Certification program in GPY3 ($39.669/therm), both 
programs possess very similar savings-weighted average PA CSE.  The average PA CSE for SEDAC was 
$1.187/therm whereas the average PA CSE for the Building Operator Certification program was $1.147/therm.  
The large rise in PA CSE during GPY3 for the Builder Operator Certification program can be attributed to changes 
in energy reporting.  Program expenditures vary minimally from year to year for this program, however the 
energy savings reported in GPY3 is practically nonexistent (222 therms of saved energy).  Though there is no PA 
CSE for the program in GPY4, the program still had expenditures of over $87,000, yet no energy savings were 
attributed to the program during this year.  As noted in Section 4, both the Building Operator Certification 
program and SEDAC do not have any gross energy savings attributed to the programs, necessitating a reliance 
on net energy savings.  The large variation in PA CSE suggests a significant change in energy reporting for these 
programs from year to year, making it difficult to assess the true administrative efficacy of these programs. 
 
Similar to the Building Operator Certification, SEDAC experiences a large, albeit smaller, rise in PA CSE following 
GPY2.  The PA CSE for GPY1 ($0.088/therm) and GPY2 ($0.166/therm) are significantly smaller than those for 
GPY3 ($3.288/therm) and GPY4 ($4.207/therm).  Similar to the analysis of SEDAC in the electricity sector, this 
change is due to a marked increase in program expenditures, which rise from about $174,000 in GPY2 to over 
$1 million in GPY3.  The increase in expenditures for SEDAC is the result of the same change in cost accounting 
that occurred between EPY5 and EPY6 for the electricity portfolio.  Similarly, this complicates the ability to assess 
                                                      















the program administration of SEDAC, yet it is still important to underscore the low PA CSE possessed by the 
program during GPY1 and GPY2.  These PA CSE values reflect the true nature of SEDAC’s operation, which results 
in energy savings for a number of programs throughout Illinois’ electricity and natural gas portfolio, and are thus 
a better indicator of the administrative efficiency and value provided by SEDAC. 
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5.3  COMPARISON OF ILLINOIS’ PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION WITH THE NATION 
 
The following section compares the findings from this analysis with the national findings from LBNL’s initial 
analysis of program administrator cost of saved energy for electricity and natural gas energy efficiency programs 
across the county.  Due to the greater number of electricity energy efficiency programs offered across the 
country, LBNL’s analysis focused more on these program offerings.  Thus, there is a greater amount of data and 
greater specificity to compare LBNL’s national findings with Illinois’ electricity energy efficiency programs than 
there is to compare with Illinois’ natural gas efficiency programs. 
 
The savings-weighted average PA CSE for Illinois’ entire electricity energy efficiency portfolio is $0.017/kWh, 
which compares favorably with the national PA CSE of $0.021/kWh that resulted from LBNL’s initial study 
(Billingsley et al., 2014).  Figure 33 depicts the savings-weighted average PA CSE for each sector17, revealing that 
Illinois possesses a lower average PA CSE for all but one of its sectors.  Of the three sectors with a lower PA CSE 
than the national average, Illinois’ public sector possesses the greatest absolute difference at $0.010/kWh lower 
than the national average.  Illinois’ business sector, however, narrowly possesses the greatest relative difference 
in lower PA CSE, as it is 32% lower than the national average whereas the public sector is 31% lower.  Illinois’ 
residential sector’s average PA CSE is $0.002/kWh, or 13 percent, lower than the national average.  Illinois’ low 
income sector average PA CSE is $0.028/kWh, or 39 percent, higher than the national average, suggesting that 
there is room for improvement in Illinois’ administration of these programs.  Still, as noted in previous sections, 
the PA CSE does not capture the societal benefits and the related policy objectives of such programs, which can 
complicate program assessment.  This is especially true for the low income sector since policy objectives (and 
thus, the share of participant-borne expenditures) can vary drastically between states.  
 
FIGURE 33: ILLINOIS ELECTRICITY SECTOR PA CSE COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL AVERAGES 
Figure 34 provides a comparison of savings-weighted average PA CSE for those electricity programs in Illinois’ 
residential sector compared to the findings of LBNL’s analysis at the national level.  Though Illinois’ residential 
electricity sector as a whole had a lower average PA CSE than that at the national level, all but two of Illinois’ 
residential electricity energy efficiency programs had a higher PA CSE that the national average.  However, since 
the savings-weighted average takes into account the amount of energy savings being generated by a particular 
program, the differences in PA CSE at the program level only have a large impact if the program also generates 
a large proportion of the sector’s energy savings.  For example, the national average PA CSE for the Standard 
                                                      
17 Market transformation is excluded from this part of the analysis due to no comparable data from LBNL’s national-level findings. 









electricity program is almost two and a half times lower than Illinois’ Standard PA CSE.  Yet the Standard program 
only accounts for 5 percent of Illinois’ residential sector lifetime electricity savings, whereas it accounts for 26 
percent of lifetime electricity savings at the national level (Billingsley et al., 2014).  The Consumer Product 
Rebate national average PA CSE was $0.002/kWh, or 22 percent, lower than Illinois’ PA CSE for this program 
(Billingsley et al., 2014).  Yet the Consumer Product Rebate program comprises 84 percent of Illinois’ gross 
electricity savings, whereas it only comprises 52 percent of gross electricity savings for national programs.  Thus, 
even though the Consumer Product Rebate program is administered more effectively in other parts of the 
country, Illinois’ reliance on the program to generate most of the sector’s energy savings leads to a lower overall 
sector PA CSE for Illinois’ residential electricity sector.  Alternatively, even though the national average PA CSE 
for the Standard program is far below Illinois’, the Standard PA CSE is still significantly higher than the PA CSE 
for the Consumer Product Rebate program.  Thus, heavier reliance on this program across the nation actually 
increases the national average sector PA CSE. 
 
FIGURE 34: ILLINOIS RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY SECTOR PA CSE COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL AVERAGES 
This leads to an important finding for Illinois’ residential electricity energy efficiency programs.  Illinois’ mix of 
residential electricity energy efficiency programs, which has relied heavily on Consumer Product Rebate 
programs, has been very effective in terms of keeping administrative costs low in order to generate significant 
energy savings.  Essentially, Illinois’ administration of these programs has been effective in identifying programs 
that offer the best ‘bang for the buck’ and focusing resources on these programs.  This has undeniably been 
effective in the present, yet it raises potential concerns for the future.  First, will the Consumer Product Rebate 
program continue to be effective on a large scale, as more customers presumably will have upgraded to energy 
efficient products?  Second, the lack of effective administration of other programs in this sector raises concerns 
about the future PA CSE for this sector, especially as the sector diversifies.  More importantly, these program-
level comparisons show that although the sector as a whole is administered effectively, each individual program 
could still benefit from greater administrative efficiency in order to align with the national average PA CSE.  Still, 
based on the data analyzed in this study, Illinois has been adequately effective in administering those programs 
in which it has invested heavily.  The remaining programs in this sector should see a decrease in PA CSE as the 
size of the program is increased.  Follow-up studies will be needed to assess the changes in program spending 
and its effects on the PA CSE for each residential program in the state of Illinois.   
 












Comparison of savings-weighted average PA CSE for business sector electricity programs reveals a much 
different picture than that of the residential sector.  Figure 35 compares the average PA CSE for Illinois’ business 
electricity efficiency programs with national averages, revealing that all but one program possesses a lower PA 
CSE than the national average.  Considering the relatively large difference between Illinois’ business sector 
average PA CSE ($0.014/kWh) and the national average ($0.021/kWh)( Billingsley et al., 2014), this finding is not 
too surprising.  The Small Business (60 percent) and Custom (42 percent) programs both possess the largest 
relative difference between Illinois and the nation, while the Standard program possesses the smallest relative 
difference at 14 percent.  It is only the ‘Other’ program area for which Illinois possesses a higher average PA CSE 
in this sector, with its PA CSE almost 50 percent higher than the national average for this program area.  This is 
not unsubstantial either, since the ‘Other’ program area accounts for 13 percent of Illinois’ business electricity 
sector expenditures and 10 percent of its energy savings.  Still, the data supports the narrative that Illinois’ 
business sector electricity programs are effectively administered, receiving a quality return on program 
investment.   
 
FIGURE 35: ILLINOIS BUSINESS ELECTRICITY SECTOR PA CSE COMPARISON WITH NATIONAL AVERAGES 
Figure 36 depicts the savings-weighted average PA CSE for each of Illinois’ natural gas sectors18 compared to 
national averages from LBNL’s study.  The average PA CSE for Illinois’ entire natural gas energy efficiency 
portfolio is $0.268/therm, which is considerably lower than the national average PA CSE of $0.38/therm 
(Billingsley et al., 2014).  Individually, each natural gas energy efficiency sector within the state of Illinois posts 
a lower average PA CSE compared to the national average PA CSE for that sector.  Illinois’ residential sector 
possesses both the largest absolute difference in average PA CSE at $0.166/therm and relative difference at 30 
percent lower than the national average.  Illinois’ low income sector PA CSE is $0.096/therm, or 16 percent, 
lower than the national average.  Illinois’ business sector average PA CSE is narrowly below the national average 
by $0.004/therm, or 2 percent.  Holistically, these results underscore the efficacy with which Illinois administers 
its natural gas energy efficiency programs.  Unfortunately, there is no adequate national-level program data on 
natural gas efficiency programs that might allow for greater specificity in this comparative analysis.  Lacking 
access to such national data, the results of this sector comparison suggest Illinois’ natural gas energy efficiency 
incentives and program funding decisions have led to a low relative cost of saved energy and represent quality 
returns on investment.    
                                                      
18 Market transformation and the public sector are excluded from this part of the analysis due to a lack of comparable data from LBNL’s 
study. 



















































5.4  LIMITATIONS TO THIS ANALYSIS 
 
There are a number of issues that potentially complicate assessment of energy efficiency programs, with issues 
related to data and program reporting having already been outlined in Section 4.  In the case of the comparison 
of the findings from this analysis with those of LBNL’s, two other issues potentially confound these findings.  The 
data for this analysis of Illinois’ energy efficiency programs was sourced from 2011 to 2015, whereas the data 
for LBNL’s study was sourced from 2009 to 2012 (Billingsley et al., 2014).  The program years assessed in LBNL’s 
study occurred during a period of significant economic upheaval, a large portion of which directly occurred in 
and impacted the housing sector.  This undoubtedly had an impact on the ability of individuals and businesses 
to implement energy efficiency measures during this period, which is likely to negatively impact the results from 
LBNL’s study (Goldman et al., 2012).  Alternatively, 2011 to 2015 was a period of greater economic recovery, 
which is likely to result in positive impacts related to investments in housing and energy efficiency 
improvements.   
 
Another potential variable that can impact the results of this study is the variation in weather that occurs 
throughout the country.  In LBNL’s study, Midwestern states consistently had low savings-weighted average PA 
CSE, whereas other regions were significantly higher, particularly the Northeast.  It is unlikely that this is entirely 
due to differences in policymaking, suggesting that weather plays a major role in the energy savings generated 
by specific program measures.  Thus, comparing national data to that of Illinois can be problematic since it 
ignores the role climate plays in energy efficiency outcomes.   
 
Lastly, it is worth conjecturing about the potential rebound effect that occurs with the installation of energy 
efficiency measures, which happens when the installation of an energy efficient product then leads to greater 
energy use.  Microeconomic analysis of the rebound effect in energy efficiency has shown that it likely has a 20 
to 40 percent effect on consumer habits (Gillingham et al, 2015).  How might such an effect impact program 
assessment with respect to energy savings, and how might such an impact affect the findings of this analysis?  
These are questions without an identifiable answer, yet it is a limitation worth noting.  Still, such an impact may 
occur in measures that include lighting, appliances, and similar energy efficient products, yet the rebound effect 
is unlikely to impact static energy efficient measures such as insulation, new construction, home upgrades, and 
similar improvements.  Thus, while this is an important consideration when assessing energy efficiency impacts, 
it also underscores the uncaptured benefits of energy efficiency programs that focus on improvements in the 

















SECTION 6:  CONCLUSION 
 
The findings from this study show that the state of Illinois and its utilities have historically been effective in 
administering energy efficiency programs.  Illinois consistently outpaces national findings on energy efficiency 
program administration and its sectors generally appear to have a good mix of programs that allows for mass 
implementation of low-cost energy efficiency measures while still providing the high-end services that lead to 
improvements in the built environment.  Though the comparative findings regarding residential sector’s 
programs suggest there remains ample room for improvement, each sector tends to perform well when 
compared to those at a national level.  More importantly, the high level of investment in energy efficiency 
measures and strong EERS have resulted in substantial energy savings, which limits the need for investment in 
energy generation and transmission infrastructure and results in a number of societal benefits, including 
reduced GHG emissions and air pollution.   
 
There remains cause for concern, however, especially with the political stagnation that has occurred in the state 
over the last two years.  In 2012, ACEEE ranked Illinois 11th in government-led initiatives, which was one of the 
state’s highest rankings on the energy efficiency state scorecard, suggesting a high degree of support from the 
state government in implementing energy efficiency programs (Foster et al., 2012).  By 2016, the narrative had 
changed, as Illinois ranked 24th in government-led initiatives (Berg et al., 2016).  With government support 
decreasing or proving ineffective, how will this affect the ability to implement energy efficiency programs within 
the state?  Even more importantly, the enactment of Senate Bill 2814 (220 ILCS 5/8-103B new) in December of 
2016 will shift all program administration to the IOUs and eliminate DCEO’s role in energy efficiency program 
administration.  Even as many of the sector-level findings from IOUs reveal effective administration, there are a 
number of causes of concern, ranging from high portfolio-level administration costs to the elimination of 
effective public sector program administration and market transformation services provided by DCEO.  These 
changes in Illinois’ energy efficiency policy necessitate future follow-up studies in order to assess the impact of 
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APPENDIX A –  DETAILED PA CSE FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS 
 
Table 1: Public Sector Electricity PA CSE (EPY4 – EPY7) (2012 $/kWh) 
Program EPY4 EPY5 EPY6 EPY7 
Savings-
Weighted Avg 
Custom $0.022 $0.035 $0.014 $0.017 $0.023 
Standard (Prescriptive) $0.028 $0.031 $0.020 $0.020 $0.025 
New Construction $0.022 $0.017 $0.025 $0.008 $0.015 
Retro-commissioning $0.009 $0.011 $0.033 $0.035 $0.021 
Green Nozzle   $0.002  $0.002 
STEP   $0.097 $0.044 $0.035 $0.039 
Total Sector $0.024 $0.030 $0.020 $0.020 $0.024 
 
Table 2: Low Income Sector Electricity PA CSE (EPY4 – EPY7) (2012 $/kWh) 
Program EPY4 EPY5 EPY6 EPY7 
Savings-
Weighted Avg 
Residential Retrofit $0.087 $0.158 $0.106 $0.074 $0.097 
Affordable New Construction $0.115 $0.102 $0.121 $0.123 $0.115 
Public Housing Authority $0.106 $0.051 $0.101 $0.115 $0.084 
Total Sector $0.097 $0.098 $0.107 $0.091 $0.098 
 
Table 3: Market Transformation Sector Electricity PA CSE (EPY4 – EPY7) (2012 $/kWh) 
Program EPY4 EPY5 EPY6 EPY7 Savings-
Weighted Avg 
SEDAC $0.014 $0.014 $0.181 $0.111 $0.075 
K-12 Energy Efficiency $0.005 $0.046 $0.169 $0.955 $0.031 
Building Operator Certification $0.017 $0.024 $0.252 $0.017 $0.023 
Total Sector $0.008 $0.021 $0.181 $0.095 $0.048 
 
Table 4: Residential Sector Electricity PA CSE (EPY4 – EPY6) (2012 $/kWh) 
Program EPY4 EPY5 EPY6 
Savings-
Weighted Avg 
Behavior/Education $0.041 $0.033 $0.020 $0.029 
Consumer Prod Rebate $0.008 $0.014 $0.012 $0.011 
Multi Family $0.023 $0.026 $0.025 $0.025 
New Construction $0.060 $0.047 $0.044 $0.047 
Standard (Prescriptive) $0.038 $0.035 $0.078 $0.055 
Whole Home Upgrade $0.128 $0.088 $0.074 $0.087 
Other $0.102     $0.102 






Table 5: Business Sector Electricity PA CSE (EPY4 – EPY6) (2012 $/kWh) 
Program EPY4 EPY5 EPY6 
Savings-
Weighted Avg 
Custom $0.011 $0.012 $0.011 $0.012 
Standard (Prescriptive) $0.013 $0.011 $0.014 $0.013 
Retro-commissioning $0.036 $0.016 $0.042 $0.030 
New Construction $0.017 $0.014 $0.021 $0.017 
Small Business $0.038 $0.024 $0.010 $0.014 
Other $0.013 $0.018 $0.014 $0.015 
Total Sector $0.015 $0.014 $0.014 $0.014 
 
 
Table 6: Public Sector Natural Gas PA CSE (GPY1-GPY4) (2012 $/therm) 
Program GPY1 GPY2 GPY3 GPY4 
Savings-
Weighted Avg 
Custom $0.145 $0.325 $0.113 $0.315 $0.171 
Standard (Prescriptive) $0.229 $0.348 $0.612 $0.535 $0.424 
New Construction $0.250 $0.365 $0.055 $0.137 $0.160 
Retro-Commissioning  $0.107 $0.201 $0.175 $0.157 
Boiler System Efficiency $0.237 $0.182 $0.106 $0.108 $0.163 
Green Nozzle  $0.330 $0.100  $0.186 
STEP   $2.191 $0.134 $0.108 $0.141 
Total Sector $0.173 $0.255 $0.136 $0.227 $0.185 
 
 
Table 7: Low Income Sector Natural Gas PA CSE (GPY1-GPY4) (2012 $/therm) 
Program GPY1 GPY2 GPY3 GPY4 
Savings-
Weighted Avg 
Residential Retrofit $0.545 $0.392 $0.539 $0.185 $0.377 
Affordable New Construction $0.474 $1.229 $0.909 $1.115 $1.023 
Public Housing Authority $0.623 $1.177 $1.050 $0.347 $0.740 
Total Sector $0.559 $0.611 $0.645 $0.281 $0.494 
 
Table 8: Market Transformation Sector Natural Gas PA CSE (GPY1 – GPY4) (2012 $/therm) 
Program GPY1 GPY2 GPY3 GPY4 Savings-
Weighted Avg 
SEDAC $0.088 $0.166 $3.288 $4.207 $1.187 
Building Operator Certification $0.304 $0.414 $39.669 - $1.147 






Table 9: Residential Sector Natural Gas PA CSE (GPY1-GPY3) (2012 $/therm) 
Program GPY1 GPY2 GPY3 
Savings-
Weighted Avg 
Behavior/Educ $0.647 $0.677 $0.550 $0.582 
Consumer Prod Rebate $0.634 $0.619 $0.433 $0.506 
Multi Family $0.165 $0.199 $0.229 $0.216 
New Construction  $0.274 $0.449 $0.364 
Standard (Prescriptive) $0.198 $0.329 $0.215 $0.249 
Whole Home Upgrade $0.480 $0.472 $0.492 $0.482 
Total Sector $0.412 $0.446 $0.372 $0.394 
 
 
Table 10: Business Sector Natural Gas PA CSE (GPY1-GPY3) (2012 $/therm) 
Program GPY1 GPY2 GPY3 
Savings-
Weighted Avg 
Custom $0.172 $0.139 $0.209 $0.177 
Standard (Prescriptive) $0.120 $0.142 $0.104 $0.120 
Retro-Commissioning $0.261 $0.431 $0.385 $0.354 
New Construction $0.141 $0.070 $0.165 $0.116 
Small Business $0.555 $0.163 $0.209 $0.202 
Other $6.165 $0.732 $0.197 $0.527 



























APPENDIX B –  DETAILED PA CSE FOR RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS SECTORS W/ UTILITY BREAKDOWN 
 
 
Table 1: Residential Sector Electricity PA CSE by Utility (2012 $/kWh) 






Ameren $0.035 $0.034 $0.031 $0.033 
ComEd $0.043 $0.033 $0.017 $0.028 
Total $0.042 $0.035 $0.021 $0.029 
 
      
Consumer 
Products Rebate 
Ameren $0.012 $0.011 $0.012 $0.012 
ComEd $0.007 $0.016 $0.012 $0.011 
Total $0.008 $0.014 $0.012 $0.011 
 
      
Multi-Family 
Ameren $0.026 $0.020 $0.038 $0.026 
ComEd $0.021 $0.033 $0.023 $0.024 
Total $0.023 $0.026 $0.025 $0.025 
 
      
New Construction 
Ameren $0.060 $0.054 $0.088 $0.070 
ComEd - $0.036 $0.007 $0.016 
Total $0.060 $0.047 $0.044 $0.047 
 
      
Standard 
(Prescriptive) 
Ameren $0.028 $0.027 $0.030 $0.029 
ComEd $0.162 $0.058 $0.184 $0.140 
Total $0.038 $0.035 $0.078 $0.055 
 
      
Whole Home 
Upgrade 
Ameren $0.130 $0.078 $0.086 $0.092 
ComEd $0.120 $0.132 $0.061 $0.078 

















Table 2:  Business Sector Electricity PA CSE by Utility (2012 $/kWh) 





Ameren $0.010 $0.011 $0.010 $0.011 
ComEd $0.014 $0.014 $0.014 $0.014 
Total $0.011 $0.012 $0.011 $0.012 
 
      
Standard 
(Prescriptive) 
Ameren $0.013 $0.010 $0.012 $0.012 
ComEd $0.014 $0.012 $0.014 $0.013 
Total $0.013 $0.011 $0.014 $0.013 
 
      
Retro 
Commissioning 
Ameren $0.026 $0.012 $0.040 $0.022 
ComEd $0.042 $0.019 $0.042 $0.035 
Total $0.036 $0.016 $0.042 $0.030 
 
      
New Construction 
Ameren - - - - 
ComEd $0.017 $0.014 $0.021 $0.017 
Total $0.017 $0.014 $0.021 $0.017 
 
      
Small Business 
Ameren - - - - 
ComEd $0.038 $0.024 $0.010 $0.014 























Table 3: Residential Sector Natural Gas PA CSE by Utility (2012 $/therm) 






Ameren $0.647 $0.685 $0.703 $0.682 
Nicor $0.646 $0.640 $0.453 $0.471 
North Shore - - $2.526 $2.526 
Peoples - - $0.533 $0.533 
Total $0.647 $0.677 $0.550 $0.582 
 
      
Consumer 
Products Rebate 
Ameren $0.424 $0.398 $0.305 $0.365 
Nicor $0.649 $0.627 $0.436 $0.511 
North Shore - - - - 
Peoples - - - - 
Total $0.634 $0.619 $0.433 $0.506 
 
      
Multi-Family 
Ameren $0.257 $0.278 $1.223 $0.424 
Nicor $0.140 $0.240 $0.316 $0.283 
North Shore $0.185 $0.286 $0.107 $0.146 
Peoples $0.156 $0.169 $0.148 $0.153 
Total $0.165 $0.199 $0.229 $0.216 
 
      
New Construction 
Ameren - - - - 
Nicor - $0.274 $0.449 $0.364 
North Shore - - - - 
Peoples - - - - 
Total - $0.274 $0.449 $0.364 
 
      
Standard 
(Prescriptive) 
Ameren $0.155 $0.168 $0.145 $0.154 
Nicor - - - - 
North Shore $0.186 $0.260 $0.281 $0.263 
Peoples $0.400 $0.516 $0.275 $0.392 
Total $0.198 $0.329 $0.215 $0.249 
 
      
Whole Home 
Upgrade 
Ameren $0.372 $0.407 $0.277 $0.357 
Nicor $1.318 $0.853 $0.901 $0.943 
North Shore - $0.329 $0.510 $0.455 
Peoples - $0.286 $0.457 $0.388 







Table 4: Business Sector Natural Gas PA CSE by Utility (2012 $/therm) 





Ameren $0.168 $0.183 $0.161 $0.168 
Nicor $0.169 $0.110 $0.223 $0.174 
North Shore $0.227 $0.195 $0.177 $0.183 
Peoples $0.196 $0.172 $0.228 $0.193 
Total $0.172 $0.139 $0.209 $0.177 
 
      
Standard 
(Prescriptive) 
Ameren $0.116 $0.151 $0.174 $0.142 
Nicor $0.105 $0.156 $0.089 $0.104 
North Shore $0.208 $0.246 $0.150 $0.207 
Peoples $0.172 $0.122 $0.174 $0.137 
Total $0.120 $0.142 $0.104 $0.120 
 
      
Retro 
Commissioning 
Ameren $0.143 $0.458 $0.700 $0.405 
Nicor $0.533 $0.393 $0.291 $0.342 
North Shore $0.281 - $0.445 $0.323 
Peoples $0.264 $0.437 $0.425 $0.328 
Total $0.261 $0.431 $0.385 $0.354 
 
      
New Construction 
Ameren - - - - 
Nicor $0.141 $0.070 $0.165 $0.116 
North Shore - - - - 
Peoples - - - - 
Total $0.141 $0.070 $0.165 $0.116 
 
      
Small Business 
Ameren - - - - 
Nicor $0.860 $0.153 $0.209 $0.199 
North Shore $0.185 $0.140 $0.151 $0.149 
Peoples $0.365 $0.213 $0.233 $0.233 
Total $0.555 $0.163 $0.209 $0.202 
 
